Teaching points
• Balance
• Shooters should be making hard and quick
moves into their shots. Many players have
trouble keeping their jump shot balanced.
Make sure the shooter is jumping from and
landing in the same spot when they shoot.

• Sharp everything
• This is not just a drill for the shooter. Their
teammate should be working on their passing
and rebounding skills. Passes should hit the
shooter right in their shooter’s pocket so the
defense isn’t allowed any extra time to close
out.

• Footwork
• Many players will have trouble with the complex
footwork that is involved in starting a move and
pulling up into a jump shot from on the move. Make
sure that the players rip through first step is
TOWARDS the basket. This is essential in getting past
the defender. Also, make sure the shooter is not jump
stopping into their shot. The should use a 1-2 step
rhythm. This allows them to continue their
momentum towards the basket if their shot is well
defended.

• Next play mentality
• Shooters will get anxious when they are on the verge
of losing their streak. This results from a “play not to
lose” mentality. We want to flip that. Players must
always be confident that the next shot will go in. This
is a great drill to simulate late game shooting
situations.

Challenges!
• Add in dribble moves. One of
Coach Steven’s favorite to add is
JAB/POUND/BETWEEN THE
LEGS/ONE DRIBBLE PULL UP.
• Move the location of the drill.
Some players won’t shoot from
the wing in game situations. The
two spots can be located
anywhere on the court, so tailor
the drill to simulate the shots
you will get within your offense.

• Shooter must compete against
the clock. (How quickly can you
complete all three streaks total?
Can you beat that time? Can
your teammate?)
• Rebounder may not let the ball
hit the floor. (Three total missed
rebounds equals a down and
back sprint when shooter
completes drill.)

Note: Younger players may not have the muscle strength to shoot from the elbow with proper form. For these
developing players, scoot the shooting spots closer to the basket.
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You’ll need:
• 1 basketball
• 1 teammate
• 3 cones (optional)
Directions:
1. The shooter starts with the
ball at cone #3
2. The shooter rips the ball
through and takes one dribble
(left hand) to cone #1 and
shoots a pull up jump shot.
3. The teammate rebounds the
ball as the shooter resets
himself at cone #3.
4. The pattern repeats until the
shooter has made three
consecutive shots from cone
#1.
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The shooter starts with the
ball at cone #3
6. The shooter rips the ball
through and takes one dribble
to cone #2 (right hand) and
shoots a pull up jump shot.
7. The teammate rebounds the
ball as the shooter resets
himself at cone #3.
8. The pattern repeats until the
shooter has made three
consecutive shots from cone
#2.
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9.

The shooter starts with the
ball at cone #3
10.The shooter shoots a catchand-shoot jumper from
behind cone #3.
11.The pattern repeats until the
shooter has made three
consecutive shots from cone
#3.
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12. IF the shooter ever MISSES
THREE shots in a row, they
must sprint to the other end
of the court and back.
13.The shooter continues the
drill right away when they
return from the down and
back sprint.
14.The drill ends when the
shooter has made three shots
in a row from each cone.

